9. Lift off!

Lift your bow off in each of the rests and let it orbit! (Make a big circle with your arm.)

Rhythm game:

Or - bit round the moon. (etc.)

10. Katie’s waltz

Count 4 bars

Gently
33. Listen to the rhythm

Listen to the rhythm on my viola. Crot-chets sound like
Quar-ter-notes like

this:
this:
Crot-chets sound like that!
Quar-ter-notes like that!

Listen to the rhythm on my viola. Mi-nims sound like
Half-notes sound like

this:
this:
Mi-nims sound like that!
Half-notes sound like that!

Listen to the rhythm on my viola. Semi-breves like
Whole-notes sound like

this:
this:
Semi-breves like that!
Whole-notes sound like that!
44. *Chopsticks for two*

Now try the harder part of ‘Copy cat’ on page 10.

44. *Li’l Liza Jane*—see page 34.
Ensemble parts
These additional parts are compatible with, and are numbered as, the pieces in Fiddle Time Joggers.

20. Lazy cowboy
(ensemble part)

At a gentle trot

24. The three friends
(ensemble part for violin duet)

Finnish

25. Chinese garden
(adapted melody)

Not too fast
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